Humorous Read Aloud Books

Bark, George by Jules Fiffer E Fif Stories
I Want my Hat Back by Jon Klassen E Kla Stories
The Watermelon Seed by Greg Pizzoli E Piz Stories
The Book with No Pictures by B.J. Novak E Nov Stories
The Legend of Rock, Paper, Scissors by Drew Daywalt E Day Stories
Dragons Love Tacos by Adam Rubin E Rub Stories
The Paper Bag Princess by Robert Munsch E Mun Fairy & Folktales
Elephant & Piggie Series by Mo Williams E Wil ER
Animals should Definitely Not Wear Clothing by Judi Barrett E Bar Nature
Unicorn Thinks He’s So Great by Bob Shea E She Nature
I Ain’t Gonna Paint No More! by Karen Beaumont E Bea Rhymes & Songs
The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales by Jon Scieszka J Sci
Interrupting Chicken by David Ezra Stein E Ste Stories
The Day the Crayons Quit by Drew Daywalt E Day Concepts
Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus by Mo Williams E Wil Favorites
Where the Sidewalk Ends (poetry book) by Shel Silverstein J 811 Sil
Caps for Sale by Esphyr Slobodkina E Slo Stories
Duck! Rabbit! By Amy Krouse Rosenthal E Ros Stories
Press Here by Herve Tullet E Tul Stories
Scaredy Squirrel by Melanie Watt E Wat Growing Up
Creepy Carrots! By Aaron Reynolds E Rey Stories
The Princess & the Pony by Kate Beaton E Bea Fairy & Folktales
Click, Clack, Moo Cows that Type By Doreen Cronin E Cro Stories